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The flash diffusivity method, also known as laser flash analysis (LFA), is commonly used to obtain

the thermal diffusivity (a) and thermal conductivity (j) of materials, due to its relative simplicity,

rapid measurements, small sample size requirement, and standardized commercially available

instruments. In this work, an epoxy adhesive was filled with a large fraction of homogeneous

micron-sized polymethylmethacrylate spheres coated with thin silver films, such that a percolating

metallic network that dominated the electric and thermal transport formed through the polymer at

<3 vol. % silver. Specific heat capacity (Cp) was measured from the LFA measurements by a com-

parative method and from the total and reversible heat flow signals of modulated differential scan-

ning calorimetry (MDSC). j was estimated as the product of a, Cp, and density (q) and was found

to vary significantly with the method to find Cp. The electron contribution was found from the elec-

trical conductivity by the Wiedemann–Franz law and was used to elucidate the thermal transport

mechanisms in the composite. A theoretical background for the various methods is included.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973682]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal management becomes ever more important in

electronic packaging, and increasing the thermal conductiv-

ity of packaging materials such as polymers is thus a high

priority for the academic community and industry.1,2 To

increase the thermal conductivity of polymer interconnect

materials, thermally conductive fillers are typically added to

the polymer matrix at high filler loadings (>30 vol. %).1

Such fillers can be carbon-based (e.g., graphite, graphene,

carbon black, carbon nanotubes, carbon fibers, or diamond)

or ceramic or metal particles.1,2 Isotropic conductive adhe-

sives (ICAs) are a special class of polymer-based intercon-

nect materials, where electrically conductive filler particles

form a percolating, isotropic network through a polymer

adhesive.3,4 ICAs are alternatives to metallic solders and are

especially suitable for interconnects that require low process-

ing temperatures or are difficult to wet with solders. Silver is

the metal with lowest electrical resistivity and highest ther-

mal conductivity, 1.62� 10�6 X cm and 429 W/m K at

25 �C, respectively.5 Although copper is cheaper and almost

as good a conductor, it is more easily oxidized, and while

copper oxide is an insulator, silver oxide is conductive.3,4

Due to its superior electrical properties, silver is therefore

the preferred filler material in ICAs. Typical commercial

ICAs are composed of a thermoset epoxy binder with silver

flakes embedded for electrical and thermal conductivity,

sometimes in combination with solid silver particles.

Commercial ICAs attain electrical conductivities (r) around

104 S/cm and thermal conductivities (j) around 3 W/(m K)

at normal curing conditions, but require a high content of sil-

ver, around 85 weight percent (wt. %) or up to 40 volume

percent (vol. %).6 In addition, the silver flakes tend to align

with the shear flow direction during processing, which can

lead to large anisotropies in the conductive properties.6 In

recent years, homogeneously sized polymer spheres coated

with thin films of silver (AgPS) have been shown as a viable

alternative to silver flakes and solid silver particles in

ICAs.7,8 AgPS-based ICAs are truly isotropic, and as the

spherical silver films are much thinner than the diameter of

the polymer cores, most of the AgPS will be polymer, and

percolating networks can be formed at much lower silver

contents than in conventional ICAs. AgPS-based ICAs have

been shown to yield r> 1500 S/cm at less than 3 vol. % sil-

ver,7,8 and the mechanisms controlling the electrical proper-

ties of these conductive composites are starting to be

clarified.8–11 However, investigation of the thermal proper-

ties of AgPS-based ICAs have been sparse, and to our best

knowledge, only one paper has been published on the subject

to date.7 The mechanisms controlling the thermal transport

of these ICAs are still largely unexplored.

Thermal conductivity is typically measured indirectly

through the flash diffusivity method, also known as laser

flash analysis (LFA), due to its relative simplicity, rapid

measurements, small sample size requirements, as well as
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the availability of standardized, commercial instruments.12

In the method, thermal diffusivity (a), specific heat capacity

(Cp), and volume density (q) are measured separately, and j
is calculated through12–15

j ¼ a � Cp � q; (1)

where all factors, including the thermal conductivity, are

functions of the temperature of the material. LFA is com-

monly used to estimate j for polymer composites with per-

colating networks of fillers, but often without revealing and

discussing the intermediate factors a, Cp, and q.6,7,16–19 Cp is

commonly measured either by a comparative method

directly from the LFA results13 or separately by differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC),20,21 whereas the potential devi-

ations between the two methods are overlooked.

In this work, we investigate an epoxy matrix with

AgPS at equal filler content but varying silver film thick-

nesses, yielding composites with silver content ranging

from 0.7 to 2.9 vol. %. Thermal diffusivity is measured by

LFA, whereas specific heat capacity is estimated by both

LFA and modulated DSC (MDSC), where the latter can

separate the reversible and non-reversible contributions to

the specific heat capacity. Specific heat capacity, and fur-

ther thermal conductivity, is found to be very dependent on

the measurement procedure. We show that the thermal

properties of the composites are dominated by the silver

thin films, as these have much higher thermal conductivity

than the polymer matrix and form a percolating network. In

addition, the electron contribution to the thermal conductiv-

ity is estimated from electric 4-point measurements using

the Wiedemann-Franz law.22,23 By comparing the results

from electronic and thermal measurements, we reveal more

about the thermal transport in the composites than what

would be possible by thermal measurement alone. Sec. II

summarizes the mechanisms behind thermal transport in

solid materials, as well as gives readers basic insight on the

methods used in this work.

II. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

A. Thermal transport and Wiedemann-Franz law

Heat is conducted through a material by heat carriers,

which in solids will be charge carriers (electrons and holes),

and atomic lattice vibrations, the energy quanta known as

phonons.2 Polymers are generally electrical insulators; thus,

there are no free charge carriers, and heat is transported by

phonons. As phonons are scattered by defects and non-

crystalline sections, the thermal conductivity of polymers is

strongly affected by their crystallinity and can vary from

around 0.2 W/(m K) for amorphous polymers such as poly-

methylmethacrylate (PMMA) to around 0.5 W/(m K) for

highly crystalline polymers. Contrarily, j in metals is gener-

ally assumed to be dominated by electron transport, and

there is thus a close relationship between r and j, as

described by the Wiedemann-Franz law22,23

j
r
¼ L � T: (2)

Here, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, and L is the

Lorenz factor. The theoretical value of L¼ (p2/3)(kB/e)2¼ 2.44

� 10�8 V2/K2, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and e is the

elementary charge.23 The electrical conductivity is normally

obtained from the 4-point method, where electrical current is

passed through the sample between two points and the voltage

is measured by two intermediate probes.12 r is then obtained

by multiplying the resultant resistance (R) with an analytically

or numerically established factor that accounts for the finite

geometry of the sample. If the phonon contribution is unne-

glectable, j can be expressed as19,23

j ¼ je þ jph ¼ r � L � T þ jph; (3)

where je and jph are the electron and phonon contributions

to the thermal conductivity, respectively.

B. Laser flash analysis (LFA)

Thermal conductivity, j, is typically obtained indirectly

by first finding thermal diffusivity, a, through the LFA

method, where a is the speed at which a heat pulse diffuses

through the material. As can be seen from Eq. (1), a is the

ratio between j and Cp times q. The definition of a in Eq. (1)

is derived on the assumption of a homogeneous, isotropic

material.24–27 Using the LFA method to measure a and fur-

ther to obtain j for composites therefore requires the implicit

approximation of the composite as a hypothetical homoge-

neous material, where j, a, Cp, and q are effective properties

of this material.24–27 The LFA method is named after the

procedure first proposed by Parker et al., where a short pulse

or flash of thermal energy is released by a laser or flash lamp

towards a thin material specimen, where it is absorbed on the

surface.13 Part of the thermal energy is conducted through

the material to the backside of the sample, where the surface

temperature (T) rise is measured as a function of time (t),
typically by an infrared (IR) detector, yielding transient

curves (T(t)). By preparing samples with much larger width

or diameter than thickness, the non-axial heat flow is

assumed negligible. With this assumption and adiabatic con-

ditions, i.e., no heat-loss from the sample surfaces, the time

(tx) required for the backside temperature (Tx) to rise from a

baseline to a fraction (x) of the maximum temperature (Tm)

can be used to calculate a through

a ¼ kx � l2

tx
; (4)

where l is the sample thickness and kx¼ 1.38/p2 at x¼ 0.5,

i.e., at the half-rise time.13–15 Perfect adiabatic transients are

rarely achieved, and several models exist to correct for heat

losses, such as the methods proposed by Cowan28,29 and

Clark and Taylor.30 In these methods, a at the half rise time

as estimated from Eq. (4) is corrected by multiplication with

Kc/k0.5, where Kc is a correction factor dependent on the

ratios of the rise times at certain points in the transients.14 In

modern commercial LFA instruments, the methods are

implemented by fitting the whole transients to the models by

least-squares methods.31
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The unknown Cp can be estimated from the same transi-

ents as a by comparison to a reference sample with known

Cp values.13–15 The specific heat capacity (heat capacity per

unit mass) is a measure for the amount of thermal energy (Q)

required to increase the unit temperature per unit mass of a

material by DT (in K or �C)

Cp ¼
Q

m � DT
: (5)

If the heat source releases the same amount of thermal

energy in each flash and the heat absorption of the reference

and unknown sample is equal, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

Q¼ (Cp�m�DT)ref¼ (Cp�m�DT)sample, where DT is the temper-

ature difference from the baseline to the maximum tempera-

ture (Tm � Tb). As m¼ q�V¼ q�l�A, where l is the thickness

of the sample and A is the surface area, this becomes

(Cp�q�l�A�DT)ref¼ (Cp�q�l�A�DT)sample. If Aref¼Asample, which

can be solved by placing an aperture with a fixed opening

between the flash lamp and samples, the unknown Cp of the

sample can be found by

Cp;sample ¼
Cp � q � l � DTð Þref

q � l � DTð Þsample

: (6)

When Cp is derived from LFA by the comparative method,

the density of the unknown sample is a factor that must be

measured and taken into account. However, it is easily seen

by combining Eq. (6) with Eq. (1) that j is independent of

qsample, i.e., that any arbitrary value can be used for the den-

sity of the sample if one is only interested in j. Still, for Eq.

(6) to be valid, in addition to the requirement of identical

heat absorption, heat loss must be negligible or known in

both the reference and unknown sample, which is all but

impossible to achieve. The method is thus still prone to

experimental errors and is often found to be unreliable and

lead to underestimation of j.12

C. Modulated differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC)

The most frequently used method for obtaining Cp is dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC),12 in which the differ-

ence in heat flow required to heat or cool the sample and an

inert reference sample (often an empty crucible) at the same,

controlled heating or cooling rate is measured.32 The differen-

tial heat flow signal can be used to identify phase changes

such as melting of crystalline polymers (endothermic), kinetic

processes such as epoxy curing (exothermic) and stress relaxa-

tion (endothermic), and material transitions such as the glass

transition of amorphous polymers (endothermic).20,33

However, the signal will be a superposition of all individual

contributions, and overlapping contributions can be difficult to

separate and identify.33 The total differential heat flow (dQ/dt)
(W) can be described by the general equation33

dQ

dt
¼ C � dT

dt
þ f T; tð Þ; (7)

where C is the heat capacity of the material (J/ �C), dT/dt is

the heating rate ( �C/s), and f(T, t) (W) is the heat flow from

kinetic processes, only dependent on time at an absolute

temperature. In regular DSC, an (apparent) Cp can be calcu-

lated by comparing the total heat flow per unit mass of the

sample to the heat flow per unit mass of a reference with

known Cp.32 However, when the heating rate is constant,

the heat capacity and kinetic components cannot be sepa-

rated, and the calculated apparent Cp will contain both

reversible (heat-capacity) and non-reversible (kinetic) com-

ponents. Modulated DSC (MDSC) solves this by overlaying

a modulated (most commonly sinusoidal) low-frequency

perturbation onto the standard linear temperature ramp of a

regular DSC scan.20,21,33 The reversible component of the

apparent total heat capacity, Cp,rev, is then acquired directly

from the ratio of the modulated heat flow amplitude to the

modulated heating rate amplitude times the sample mass.21

The apparent, or total, Cp,tot is calculated from the ratio of

the normalized average heat flow to the underlying heating

rate times the sample mass and should upon the fulfillment

of certain experimental conditions equal the apparent Cp

obtained from regular DSC. A more detailed review of the

theory behind MDSC is given by Simon.21 According to

ASTM standard E2716–09, the estimated Cp should be cali-

brated by multiplication with a specific heat capacity con-

stant KCp, which is obtained by performing the same

measurement on a sapphire control sample and taking the

ratio between the known reference and measured Cp of the

sapphire sample.34 The last value, that of the non-reversible

components, is then obtained by21

Cp;non�rev ¼ Cp;tot–Cp;rev: (8)

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample preparation

AgPS comprised of monodisperse PMMA spheres with

a nominal diameter of 30 lm and four different nominal sil-

ver film thicknesses (60 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 270 nm)

were provided by Mosaic Solutions AS (Skjetten, Norway)

and mixed into epoxy to create four ICA series. ICAs and

epoxy control samples were molded as detached bricks with

dimensions 10 mm � 10 mm � 1 mm and cured at 150 �C
for 30 min. A summary of the pre-cure densities, AgPS con-

tent, and silver content of the five sample series can be

observed in Table I. For more details on sample prepara-

tion, see Ref. 8.

To create clean and planar surfaces, six samples from

each series were polished on both sides at 150 rpm using SiC

paper from Struers (#4000; grain size 5 lm). Typical sample

surfaces before and after polishing can be observed in Fig. 1.

The dimensions of each sample after polishing were

measured at room temperature using a digital caliper with

1 lm resolution. The thickness of each sample was averaged

from four measurements. The side lengths were measured,

and the volume was calculated by assuming rectangular

cuboid samples. Each sample was weighed using a balance

with 0.1 mg resolution. The density at room temperature was

calculated for each sample, and further averaged for each

series.
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B. Electrical conductivity measurements

The electrical volume conductivity was measured

directly on the polished surfaces of six samples from each

ICA series using a 4-pin setup (Loresta-GP MCP-T610 with

a 4-pin NSCP probe, Mitsubishi Chemical Analytech,

Japan). The probe had inter-pin spacings of 1 mm, pinhead

radii of 0.04 mm, and a spring pressure of 250 g/pin, ensuring

equal contact pressure during each measurement. Four meas-

urements were conducted on both sides of every sample,

with the probe centered on the samples and the four pins par-

allel to the sample sides. The conductivity was calculated by

r ¼ 1

R � l � RCF
; (9)

where R is the measured resistance, l is the thickness of the

sample, and RCF is a resistivity correction factor calculated

by the instrument to account for the positioning and pin spac-

ing of the probe and the geometry of the samples. The

Wiedemann-Franz law (Eq. (2)) was used to calculate the

corresponding thermal conductivity, using the theoretical

Lorenz factor (2.44� 10�8 V2/K2) and T¼ 298 K.

C. Laserflash analysis

a of the ICA and epoxy control series were determined

by LFA at 25 �C, 50 �C, 75 �C, 100 �C, and 125 �C using a

laserflash analysis instrument (LFA 447, Netzsch GmbH,

Germany). The LFA and 4-pin measurements were per-

formed on the same samples, but the electrical measurements

were conducted before the ICA samples were prepared for

the LFA measurements. The epoxy control samples were ini-

tially transparent and were therefore coated with approxi-

mately 120 nm gold on both sides using an ion sputter (E-

1045, Hitachi, Japan) to eliminate transmission of light

through the samples, as recommended by the ASTM

standard.14 All samples, including epoxy control and refer-

ence samples, were further spray coated with a thin layer of

carbon on both sides to reduce reflectivity, maximize heat

absorption, and ensure similar surface properties. Each sam-

ple was measured three times at each temperature, and a
from each measurement was calculated with the instrument

software (LFA Analysis, v. 4.8.3) using the Cowan model29

with pulse correction.

An alumina reference sample with known Cp was mea-

sured under the same conditions as the ICA and epoxy sam-

ples. Each measurement on the ICA and epoxy samples was

compared to the reference measurement using the instrument

software (LFA Analysis, v. 4.8.3) to estimate the unknown

Cp values.

D. Modulated differential scanning calorimetry

Samples were prepared by cutting small pellets from the

detached ICA and epoxy bricks. To avoid the influence from

the LFA heating on the thermal history of the samples,

MDSC was not done on the same samples as the LFA and 4-

pin measurements. The samples were polished to achieve a

smooth surface and good thermal contact to the crucibles.

The measurements were conducted with a differential scan-

ning calorimeter (Q2000, TA Instruments, USA), starting

with temperature equilibration at 0.00 �C for 10 min, fol-

lowed by an average temperature increase of 2.00 �C/min

with a modulation of 60.50 �C per 100 s. Baseline measure-

ments were performed with empty crucibles, and a sapphire

reference sample was measured with the same parameters.

An instrument calibration factor KCp(T) was calculated as

Cp,ref�table(T)/Cp,ref measured(T), where Cp,ref�table(T) was taken

from ASTM standard E1269–11.32 The Cp from each mea-

surement on the ICA and epoxy samples was corrected by

multiplication with KCp(T).

TABLE I. Calculated pre-cure densities, volume fractions (vol. %), and weight fractions (wt. %) of the epoxy and four ICA series. Calculations are based on

the weight fractions (measured) and nominal densities (given by the manufactures) of the constituents, as well as nominal diameter and film thicknesses of the

AgPS.

Series Nominal film thickness (nm) Density (g/cm3) AgPS (vol. %) AgPS (wt. %) Silver (vol. %) Silver (wt. %)

Epoxy na 1.11 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

60Ag 60 1.20 55.7% 59.0% 0.7% 5.8%

100Ag 100 1.24 55.9% 60.5% 1.1% 9.3%

150Ag 150 1.29 56.3% 62.4% 1.7% 13.4%

270Ag 270 1.41 56.1% 65.5% 2.9% 21.7%

FIG. 1. Optical micrographs of the sur-

face of a sample from the 270Ag series

as-prepared (a) and after mechanical

polishing (b).
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The glass transition temperatures (Tg) of the epoxy and

PMMA cores were estimated from the reversible Cp(T)

curves as the temperatures at half height of the transitions,

using the software TA Instruments Universal Analysis 2000

(version 4.5 A build 4.5.0.5).

IV. RESULTS

A. Electrical conductivity

As seen in Fig. 2, the conductivity increases with

increasing silver content, i.e., with thicker films. The varia-

tion from sample to sample is larger than variations between

different measurements on the same sample and is the main

cause behind the observed scatter.

B. Thermal diffusivity

Fig. 3 shows the thermal diffusivity of the epoxy and

ICA series as a function of temperature. The diffusivity is

highly dependent on the silver content. As seen in Table I,

the silver content of the 60Ag series is estimated to be only

0.7 vol. %, but already with this small amount of silver, the

diffusivity shows a relative increase of 183% at 25 �C

compared to pure epoxy. As with the 4-pin measurements,

the deviations are caused by sample variation. The three

measurements on each sample at each temperature always

yielded close to equal values.

C. Glass transitions and specific heat capacity

Fig. 4(a) shows that the reversible Cp values of the

epoxy and ICA series decrease with increasing silver con-

tent. The ICAs reveal two clear glass transitions, one at

around 65 �C and another at approx. 122.5 �C. The epoxy

sample only goes through the first transition, suggesting that

the second transition in the ICAs is that of the PMMA cores.

FIG. 2. Electrical conductivity of the four ICA series as a function of silver

content. Error bars¼6 standard deviation.

FIG. 3. Thermal diffusivity of the four ICA and epoxy control series. Error

bars¼6 standard deviation.

FIG. 4. Reversible (a), non-reversible (b), and total (c) specific heat capacity

of the four ICA and epoxy control series.
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Tg for each series can be found in Table II. Although the

reversible Cp increases with temperature, with steps at the

glass transitions, the non-reversible Cp (Fig. 4(b)) shows the

opposite behavior, decreasing with temperature, crossing

from endothermic to exothermic in the interval between 100

and 125 �C. The non-reversible Cp curves also reveal an

endothermic process that peaks approximately where the

glass transition starts to occur. During a second measurement

on the 150Ag sample, this peak is no longer present (see sup-

plementary material), suggesting that this peak may be

caused by release of residual stress from, e.g., the sample

polishing or curing process as the epoxy goes from a rigid to

flexible structure during the first MDSC heating.

These endothermic relaxation peaks are also present in

the total Cp signal (Fig. 4(c)). However, as they occur in the

range between 50 and 75 �C, they do not affect the values at

the relevant temperatures (25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 �C). Still,

there is an increase in the total Cp from 50 to 75 �C in all the

samples, caused by the glass transition of the epoxy. Total

Cp decreases for the epoxy, 100Ag, and 150Ag series after

75 �C, as the non-reversible Cp dominates the reversible Cp

for these samples at elevated temperatures. In addition, the

non-reversible Cp signals do not show the same dependence

on silver content as the reversible signals, a result that is

reflected in the total Cp signal from the MDSC measurement.

On the other hand, the Cp from LFA correlates much better

with the silver content, and the similarity with the reversible

Cp signal from the MDSC measurements is conspicuous. As

seen in Fig. 5, the LFA method captures the glass transition

of the epoxy, although the second transition, presumably that

of the PMMA cores, is not visible. LFA also yields some-

what lower Cp values than MDSC.

D. Density

Fig. 6 compares the densities of the epoxy and ICA

series before and after cure. The estimated density increases

after cure, which is expected due to shrinkage of the epoxy

matrix caused by cross-linking during the curing process.

The estimated density also increases with increasing silver

content, which is also natural, as silver (10.5 g/cm3 at 25 �C
(Ref. 5)) is about nine times more dense than the pre-cure

epoxy, based on the data sheet values form the manufacturer.

However, the density increases much more for the ICA than

the epoxy, suggesting that the nominal densities of the AgPS

may be too low. The values at 125 �C are calculated based

on linear coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) reported

by Gakkestad et al.7 for an ICA with the same epoxy system

and PMMA cores, although slightly lower AgPS content (46

vol. %). With these values, thermal expansion only leads to a

relative increase of 0.89% in height and width of the samples

from 25 �C to 125 �C. The density dependence on CTE is

three times larger, but the relative change is thus still only

�2.62%, which is smaller than the standard deviations

caused by sample variation at 25 �C, as can be observed in

Fig. 6. As there is some uncertainty in the transferability of

the CTE values from Ref. 7 due to a higher AgPS-content in

the ICAs in this work, thermal diffusivities and conductivi-

ties at elevated temperatures are estimated with the thickness

and density values at 25 �C.

E. Thermal conductivity

Thermal conductivity increases with silver content, as

evident from Figs. 7 and 8. MDSC yields higher Cp than

LFA, and with the same q and a, Eq. (1) thus yields the high-

est thermal conductivity with Cp from MDSC. j(Cp,LFA)

increases slightly to a peak at 75 �C, which is caused by the

glass transition of the epoxy in the interval between 50 �C
and 75 �C. At 100 �C and 125 �C, the further increase in Cp

is canceled by the decrease in a. For j(rev�Cp,MDSC), the

TABLE II. Glass transition temperatures (Tg) of the epoxy of the four ICA

and epoxy control series, as well as for the PMMA cores in the ICAs.

Series Tg,epoxy ( �C) Tg,PMMA ( �C)

Epoxy 66.8 na

60Ag 63.5 122.9

100Ag 66.5 122.9

150Ag 64.4 122.9

270Ag 64.9 121.2

Average 65.2 122.5

Standard deviation 1.4 0.8

FIG. 5. Specific heat capacity from LFA. Error bars¼6 standard deviation.
FIG. 6. Densities of the four ICA and epoxy control series as a function of

silver content. Error bars¼6 standard deviation.
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behavior is similar to that of j(Cp,LFA), but with a slight

increase at 125 �C caused by the glass transition of the

PMMA cores, not observable in the LFA results.

j(tot�Cp,MDSC) is affected by the more chaotic total Cp values,

caused by the non-reversible part of the MDSC signal. This

leads to j(tot�Cp,MDSC) being identical, 1.99 W/(m K) for both

the 150Ag and 270 Ag series at 25 �C. j(tot�Cp,MDSC) thus

increases drastically with silver content, before leveling

out before the series with thickest silver films on the AgPS,

as observable in Fig. 8. This behavior is different from

j(rev�Cp,MDSC), j(Cp,LFA), and j(WF), found from the electrical

conductivity through the Wiedemann-Franz law (Eq. (2)). The

trends from these methods are very similar, with j increasing

with silver content up to the 270Ag series, although with a

lower gradient from the 150Ag and 270Ag series than from

the epoxy/60Ag series to the 150Ag series. At 25 �C, there is

a upward shift of 0.40, 0.46, 0.47, and 0.50 W/(m K) between

j(WF) and j(Cp,LFA) for the 60Ag, 100Ag, 150Ag, and 270Ag

series, respectively. From j(WF) to j(rev�Cp,MDSC), the upward

shift is 0.56, 0.65, 0.80, and 0.88 W/(m K), respectively.

These values are all larger than j of the epoxy at 25 �C, which

is 0.15, 0.19, and 0.24 W/(m K) for j(Cp,LFA), j(rev�Cp,MDSC),

and j(tot�Cp,MDSC), respectively.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Percolating silver network

The electrical conductivity of AgPS-based ICAs has

been extensively investigated elsewhere, but the main find-

ings are repeated here for the convenience of the reader.

Although the conductivity of these composites is a complex

phenomenon, it will generally increase with increasing

volume fraction of AgPS after reaching the percolation

threshold of around 30–35 vol. %.11 Below the percolation

threshold, the filler concentration is too low for percolating

conductive pathways to be formed. Above the percolation

threshold, for the same volume fraction of AgPS, smaller

particles7,11 and thicker films8,11 yield higher ICA conductiv-

ity. However, there are also factors that have a negative

impact on the bulk ICA conductivity. It has been shown that

the intrinsic conductivities of the spherical silver thin films

are lower than that of bulk silver.10 This is mainly caused by

increased electron scattering at grain boundaries as the grains

become smaller than the electron mean free path of bulk sil-

ver, as well as possible impurities form the electroless plat-

ing process used to coat the polymer spheres with the silver

thin films, and can even result in thicker films exhibiting

lower intrinsic conductivities than thinner films.10 The silver

FIG. 7. Thermal conductivities of the four ICA and epoxy control series cal-

culated using Eq. (1), with specific heat capacity (Cp) from LFA (a), revers-

ible Cp from MDSC (b), and total Cp from MDSC (c).

FIG. 8. Thermal conductivities of the four ICA and epoxy control series at

25 �C, calculated using Eq. (1), with total Cp from MDSC, reversible Cp

from MDSC, Cp from LFA, or from the electrical conductivity using the

Wiedemann-Franz law (Eq. (2)).
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films on the AgPS of the 270Ag series have been shown to

contain smaller grains than the series with less silver and

thinner films,8 which explains why the conductivity levels

out when reaching the highest silver content, as seen in Fig.

2. In addition to lower intrinsic conductivities, the spherical

shell geometry will induce a geometrical constriction resis-

tance that would not be present in a conductive filler with a

constant cross-sectional area, although this constriction resis-

tance will decrease with increasing interparticle contact

radii.8,11 At �56 vol. %, the AgPS are above the loose pack-

ing limit of randomly dispersed spheres (�53.6 vol. %), and

not very far from the maximum random packing limit of

�63.4 vol. %.35 This suggest that most AgPS participate in

the conductive network, with the condition that they are able

to form electrical contacts with the adjacent AgPS. It has

been shown that the silver films of AgPS penetrate the epoxy

and form continuous metallic inter-particle contacts after

curing of the ICAs.8,9 Although electrons in theory can pass

across very thin (<10 nm) non-conductive barriers by quan-

tum tunneling, this current will be negligible compared to a

metallic contact of the same size.36 The formation of metal-

lic contacts helps explain why AgPS-based ICAs yield

higher electrical conductivities relative to their silver content

when compared with most conventional ICAs.8

It is evident that the electrical conductivity (Fig. 2), ther-

mal diffusivity (Fig. 3), and thermal conductivity (Figs. 7

and 8) are dominated by the network of silver films, as these

parameters all increase by several hundred percent upon the

addition of only a few percent silver and increase with

increasing silver content, i.e., thicker silver films. However,

when the electron contribution to the effective thermal con-

ductivity of the ICA is calculated from the Wiedemann-

Franz law (2), the values are lower than j from LFA and

MDSC, as shown in Fig. 8. According to Eq. (3), this upward

shift from j(WF) is the phonon contribution to the effective

thermal conductivity, which comes primarily from the epoxy

matrix and PMMA cores. Although the silver films conduct

a significant portion of the heat compared to their low vol-

ume fraction, the phonon contribution from the epoxy and

PMMA cores still comprises a substantial part of the total

effective thermal conductivity of the ICA. As already dis-

cussed, the transport of electrons is limited to occur within

the silver films or by tunneling across very thin layers of

polymer. Conversely, heat transport is not limited to the

metal and can occur across the epoxy between adjacent silver

films by phonon transport long before the films are close

enough for electrons to be conducted across. A coupling

between the electron transport of the silver films and the pho-

non transport of the polymer could help explain why the

effective thermal conductivities of the ICAs are higher than

the sum of the electron contribution and the thermal conduc-

tivity of the epoxy. The mechanisms of such heat transfer

across the interface between the metal thin films and the

polymer phases would be an interesting topic for further

investigations.

An important prerequisite for the LFA method and

indeed for the very definition of thermal diffusivity in Eq.

(1) is that the sample can be regarded as a homogeneous

material on the scale of the measurements.24–27 If the

transient heat wave was to be transported more rapidly

through the percolating network of silver than through the

polymer phases, the assumption of effective homogeneity

would break down. a of bulk silver is 161 mm2/s at 22 �C,13

whereas the estimated a of the epoxy control samples is

0.125 mm2/s at 25 �C. a of the ICAs ranges from 0.353 to

0.940 mm2/s at 25 �C, much closer to that of epoxy than bulk

silver, suggesting that the diffusion time is not dominated by

the silver. As already discussed, the electrons of the silver

conduct a significant portion of the heat. If this heat was to

be conducted much more quickly than the heat conducted by

the phonons of the polymer phases, we would expect to see

an unusually sharp rise at the beginning of the transient T(t)

curves from the LFA measurements, and large deviations in

the shape of the curves when compared with curves of a

homogeneous material. However, the shapes of rising sec-

tions of the ICA curves are similar to the shape of the curves

of the homogeneous epoxy control samples when normalized

for the decreasing time scale of the measurements with

increasing silver content. The heat loss decreases, i.e., the

transient curves show a closer to adiabatic behavior, as the

silver content increases, but this is presumably due to less

radiation losses from the samples surfaces because of the

shorter measurement times. Examples of transient curves for

the epoxy and four ICA series can be seen in Figs. S1–S5 in

the supplementary material.

B. Deviations in results between different methods

It is obvious from Figs. 7 and 8 that both the absolute

values and temperature-dependence of j are highly depen-

dent on the method chosen to obtain Cp. LFA is able to cap-

ture the Tg of the epoxy, but not the later Tg of the PMMA

cores, and this method also yields the lowest Cp. As given by

Eq. (7), reversible Cp is the true heat capacity of the compos-

ite, and as can be seen in Fig. 4(a), it is dependent on the rel-

ative amounts of the individual components. Silver has

lower Cp (0.235 J/(g �C) at 25 �C (Ref. 5)) than epoxy, and it

is expected that the Cp of the ICA decreases as the silver

content increases, as observed in Fig. 4(a). The total Cp is a

superposition of the reversible Cp and non-reversible Cp

(kinetic processes), and as long as the sum of the kinetic pro-

cesses are endothermic, the total Cp will be larger than the

reversible Cp. As observed in Fig. 4(b), the non-reversible Cp

becomes exothermic for the measured samples in the interval

between 100 and 125 �C. As a result, the total Cp, and further

j calculated from these values, is approximately equal or

lower than the reversible Cp and the corresponding j at

125 �C, although these are lower at lower temperatures. The

Cp found by regular DSC is, with some exceptions, the same

as the total Cp found by MDSC,21 and as shown here, these

values will be significantly affected by the thermal history of

the samples. Great care and consideration should thus be

taken when choosing the method for finding Cp.

An advantage in using MDSC is that the glass transi-

tions of the composite can be identified from the reversible

signal. It is obvious from Fig. 4(c) that identifying Tg from

the chaotic signals for the total Cp is difficult. LFA yields

similar curves as the reversible MDSC signal, but can only
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give values at discrete temperatures, contrary to the continu-

ous monitoring of the differential scanning method. The ther-

mal conductivity of amorphous polymers increases with

increasing temperature until Tg is reached,1 upon which the

polymer transitions from a hard and brittle glassy state to a

soft and flexible rubbery state. Above the Tg, the thermal

conductivity decreases with increasing temperature.1

However, j is a function of Cp, and as evident from both

Figs. 4(a) and 5, Cp increases with a smooth step as the tem-

perature exceeds the Tg of the polymer. According to Eq. (1),

j would only decrease above Tg if the increase in Cp is bal-

anced and outweighed by a decrease in a and q. In Fig. 7, it

is seen that j generally increases up to 75 �C, and then

decreases as the temperature is elevated further. The Tg of

the epoxy is estimated to be around 65 �C, and from Fig. 4(a)

it is clear that the transition is finished at 75 �C. However, as

j is not measured at 65 �C, it is possible that j peaks at a

slightly lower temperature than what is suggested in Fig. 7.

As the reversible Cp from MDSC are the only values that

increase with an extra step at the glass transition of the

PMMA cores, j only increases at 125 �C when these values

are used. In the total Cp from MDSC, the increase in revers-

ible Cp above the Tg of the PMMA cores is outweighed by

the decrease in non-reversible Cp. The reason why the sec-

ond Tg is not observable in the LFA results is possibly an

outcome of the transiency of the method. Before each laser

flash measurement, the temperature in the measurement

chamber is equilibrated at the value of interest, and at

125 �C, the PMMA cores should have passed the half-way

point of their glass transition. However, the Tg of �122.5 �C
is obtained from MDSC, with much slower perturbations

(tens of seconds) than the transient laser flash (milliseconds).

It is well known that the glass transition temperature is

dependent on the heating rate of the measurement, with

increasing heating rates yielding higher Tg.37 Thus, we

expect that increasing the chamber temperature above

125 �C would have revealed the glass transition of the

PMMA cores also for the LFA measurements.

C. Thickness measurements

As seen in this work, uncertainties in the specific heat

capacity can cause significant scatter in the thermal conduc-

tivity. The largest source of errors in the LFA procedure

except for the specific heat capacity is variations in the mea-

sured thickness (l).12 According to the equation for propaga-

tion of errors in expressions with a power law dependence,

e.g., a¼ ln, the relative error Dl/l will lead to a relative error

Da/a by the relation38

Da
jaj ¼ jnj �

Dl

jlj : (10)

From the Parker expression (Eq. (4)), we get a / l2.13 The

correction factors from the Cowan model28,29 and the Clark

and Taylor model30 are not dependent on l,14 so thermal dif-

fusivity is still dependent on the square of the thickness even

if these commonly used heat loss corrections are employed.

A relative error in the thickness measurements will thus lead

to twice the relative error in the thermal diffusivity. In

(M)DSC, the input factor is the mass of the samples, and

measurement errors in thickness will not affect Cp. For Cp

estimated from LFA (Eq. (6)), we have that Cp / (q�l)�1.

For a cylindrical or cuboid sample, q / l�1, and Cp is thus

independent of l when estimated from LFA. However, as dis-

cussed in Section II B, if Cp is measured by LFA, the q�1

dependence of Cp cancels against the q dependence of j,

when j is estimated by Eq. (1). Thus, regardless of whether

Cp is measured by (M)DSC or LFA, the thickness depen-

dence of q�Cp / l�1. When j is estimated by Eq. (1), there is

a thickness dependence of j¼ a�q�Cp / l2�l�1 / l. A relative

error in the thickness measurements will directly lead to an

equivalent relative error in the thermal conductivity.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The thermal properties of ICA composites with silver

coated polymer spheres forming a percolating metallic net-

work throughout the polymer were investigated by MDSC

and the commonly used flash diffusivity method. The ther-

mal diffusivity increased by several hundred percent upon

the addition of the filler particles but was still much closer to

that of the epoxy matrix than that of bulk silver. The thermal

conductivity was very sensitive to the method chosen to

obtain Cp. The LFA method provided the easiest measure-

ments, but yielded the lowest Cp and did not capture the

glass transition of the polymer cores. The reversible signal

from MDSC showed strong correlation with silver content,

and the glass transitions of both the epoxy and polymer cores

were easily distinguished. The total MDSC signal was more

dependent on the thermal history of the samples and pro-

vided chaotic signals that did not necessarily correlate with

silver content. Finally, the thermal conductivity was esti-

mated from the electric conductivity by the Wiedemann-

Franz law and was found to be smaller than the thermal con-

ductivity found by the LFA method, although with similar

dependence on silver content as the thermal conductivity

with Cp from LFA or reversible Cp from MDSC. It was con-

cluded that a large contribution to the effective thermal con-

ductivity comes from electron conduction through the

percolating network of silver films. However, there is also a

significant contribution from phonon transport in the poly-

mer phases.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for examples of transient

LFA curves as well as MDSC data for the individual samples.
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